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**Thursday, November 10, 2016**

**B-Shift**

**Vehicle Prowl/2400 blk N Rhode Island Ct**- Complainant reported that three of his vehicles were entered during the night. *All three vehicles were unlocked at the time of the prowl.* He is missing a duffle bag which contained his Hanford ID badge.

**Vehicle Prowl/8500 blk W Canyon Ave**- Complainant reported that his work truck had been prowled during the night. *The vehicle was left unlocked* at the time of the prowl. White is missing a laptop computer and two air/gas monitors. The property belongs to his employer.

**Burglary/2300 blk N Pittsburgh St**- Officer Hanson contacted complainant in reference to a burglary and vehicle prowl. During the night the suspect entered two vehicles at the residence. It appears that the suspect stole a garage door opener and entered the...
residence where a set of spare car keys were taken. *It is believed that one of the vehicles had been left unlocked.*

**Graffiti/3200 blk W 4th Ave**- Management reported that their apartment sign had been tagged with graffiti overnight. The unknown suspect use spray paint. Management was going to handle clean up.

**Warrant Service/3900 blk S Dennis St**- Officer Sneyd arrested a female on an outstanding DOC warrant after receiving an anonymous tip.

**Graffiti/100 blk E Columbia Dr**- Business reported the east side of their building was tagged with graffiti. The suspect used black paint. An abandoned building across the street and fast food restaurant were also tagged. GAP notified for clean-up.

**Arson/3500 blk S Vancouver St**- Kennewick Fire responded in reference to a garbage can fire. Approximately an hour later, a 14 year old male contacted staff and turned himself in. He advised he had found a firework in his backpack and lit it. He then threw it into the garbage can causing the fire. He was cited via JCR.

**Narcotics/1700 blk N Young St**- Officer Meiners responded to the school for a student in possession of marijuana. The 11 year old male brought marijuana to school and was showing other children on the playground. He advised that he took the marijuana from his older brother’s room. He was released to his mother. Report forwarded to Prosecutor.

**D Shift**

**Theft/700 blk S Ely St**- An employee forgot to place a black and yellow Giant Anthem in the store at closing and left, remembering about 5 minutes later he returned to find the bicycle was gone.

**Drive by Shooting/800 blk W Entiat**- Numerous residents reported hearing 5-7 gunshots in the area. Bullet casings were located in the roadway in front of residence in the 800 blk W Entiat. 3 bullet strikes were also located, one through the front windshield of a ford truck parked at the location and 2 to the front cinder block wall of the residence. A bullet fragment was located at the truck. There are no known injuries at this time.

**Theft from Vehicle/7800 Blk W 5th Ave**- Complainant advised that approximately 2 months ago he had two sets of golf clubs in the bed of his pickup truck under a cover. He did not know exactly when the golf clubs were stolen because he forgot he left them in the bed of his pickup truck. He contacted his insurance but they advised he was not covered for the theft and that the golf clubs would never be located so there was no need to report the theft. He stated he had been on Craigslist and believed he located his stolen golf clubs for sale due to the golf clubs being a custom made set.
Forwarded to CID for possible follow up.

**Hit & Run/Hood & Ely**- An unknown suspect driving a gray Toyota PU struck the street light at the location causing it fall over. City Streets was contacted to remove the pole and vehicle was towed.

**Friday, November 11, 2016**

**A Shift**

**Theft from Vehicle/8800 blk W Skagit Ave**- Complainant *left his company vehicle unlocked* and found this morning that his truck had been entered. Electronic equipment and his .40 cal pistol were missing. No suspects.

**Theft from Vehicle/8500 blk W Yellowstone Ave**- Complainant found his stereo stolen from his vehicle. No damage to the vehicle was found. Reporting party said he saw a Hispanic male riding around the neighborhood on a bike the previous day. He said he had not seen the male before.

**Theft from Vehicle/8500 blk W Canyon Ave**- Complainant found *her unlocked car* rummaged through and her stereo missing. Also a $300 Eddie Bauer coat and Rayban sunglasses were also gone. No suspects.

**Theft/1300 blk N Columbia Center Blvd**- Loss Prevention had two juvenile males in custody for shoplifting. One of the males had an illegal dagger on his person at the time of arrest. Both were cited accordingly and released.

**C Shift**

**Attempted Burglary/8800 blk W Canyon Ave**- Complainant returned home from Seattle to find several screens pried off house windows. No signs of entry into the house were found. A shoeprint was visible on one of the windows. Complainant did not have any idea who may have tried to break in.

**Aggravated Assault/1500 blk W 4th Ave**- Complainant and her grandson called police after a male showed up at their house with a baseball bat. The male accused the grandson of stealing a phone. An altercation ensued in which the grandson claimed he was hit with a baseball bat but had no injuries. Suspect left the scene prior to police arrival and could not be located. Case forwarded to Prosecutor.

**Theft/800 blk N Columbia Center Blvd**- Two males were detained for shoplifting. Both are active duty Army, home on leave. They shoplifted during the Veteran’s Day sale. When it was confirmed that both young men were active duty, the store decided
not to pursue charges. Responding Officer contacted their Commanding Officer and fully explained the circumstances. As expected the CO was not overly impressed.

Saturday, November 12, 2016

A Shift

Malicious Mischief/3500 blk W Hood Ave - Complainant advised overnight unknown suspect(s) stole all four of her vehicles tires. When she came out in the morning her vehicle was balancing on a cinder block and several large rocks. No further info and the reporting party could not tell us what brand of tires or rims she had on the car. She is trying to find a picture to send to us.

Assault DV/900 blk N Oklahoma- Complainant and her former live-in boyfriend got into an argument as he was trying to move stuff from the apartment. She slapped him and was cited and released for Assault DV.

Blocking Collision/Columbia Center Blvd & Deschutes- At 2:01pm officers responded to a report of an injury 2 vehicle collision at Columbia Center Blvd and Deschutes. The driver of a gold Nissan pickup truck was going north on Columbia Center Blvd and failed to yield the right of way while turning left onto Deschutes. The black Dodge Avenger was south bound on Columbia Center Blvd and could not avoid the truck and they collided. The driver of the Nissan truck was cited for failing to yield when turning left and injuries were reported to be minor.

C Shift

Warrant Arrest/1000 blk S Washington- Employee requested assistance with two homeless males at the location begging for money and disrupting customer traffic. Officers contacted them and both had warrants and were arrested. They were medically cleared for alcohol consumption prior to being booked.

Armed Robbery/3300 blk W 9th Ave- Female was visiting family at this complex. She got in her car to leave when there was a knock on her window. She rolled down the window to see a handgun pointed at her. A male suspect demanded her purse, which she handed over. The male fled west bound through the parking lot-possibly into a waiting car. The suspect was described as being Hispanic with wavy hair and a piercing near the corner of his right eye. He appeared to be in his late teens wearing a dark colored hooded sweatshirt and jeans with a bandana over his face. Due to heavy pedestrian traffic, no K9 track was attempted. The area was canvassed but no witnesses were identified.
Sunday, November 13, 2016

A Shift

**Theft from Vehicle/100 blk N Ely St** - An employee called to report a known subject was prowling cars in their parking lot. The employee identified the 20 year old suspect. He and his mother are members at the gym. He arrived at the gym with his mother and sometime later the employee saw him in the parking lot trying doors on cars. He appeared like he was under the influence of something. Another customer reported that her car had been proled and a jacket was taken from her car. After obtaining the address of the suspect and his mother they were both contacted. The stolen property was recovered with the assistance of his mother and the 20 year old male was booked into jail for theft and vehicle prowling along with a no trespass warning for business and their parking lot.

**Theft from Vehicle/4800 blk W Clearwater Ave**- Complainant reported that their **two unlocked vehicles** were entered by an unknown suspect who took several items including cash, prescription drugs and a Dewalt Drill and Skil saw combo kit.

**Accidental Discharge/7800 blk W Deschutes Ave**- Male advised he was unloading his semi auto pistol and the slide slipped out of his hand and the gun was accidently discharged. The round went through his tv set, the wall and stopped when it bounced off the water heater. He was cooperative, apologetic and had no criminal history but was a licensed CCW holder. Info only.

C Shift

**Auto Theft/4400 blk W 10th Ave**- Complainant reported the theft of his white 1989 Chevy S10 Pickup. He went into the store leaving a female acquaintance in the vehicle. When he came back out, she and the vehicle were gone. The suspect had never driven the vehicle before and does not have permission to drive it. The vehicle was entered as stolen.

**Warrant Arrest/1900 blk W 4th Pl**- Officers were called by a female reporting an unknown male knocking at her window. Officers located a male just down the block. He was the male that had been at the window. He was arrested on a misdemeanor warrant for Assault IV with sexual motivation. It is not known why he was knocking on the window.
Learn more about crimes reported in your neighborhood.

POLICE VS FIRE
CHARITY BASKETBALL GAME

When: Dec. 6th, doors open at 6 PM game begins at 6:30 PM
Where: Southridge HS Gym
Free admission, donations welcome.
100% of all proceeds go to local charities and families in need.
Bouncy house, face paint, $250 half court shot, kids pop shot, Santa and more!!
Win a TV, custom furniture piece and more!!